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AA criterion, 288
above (a horizontal line), 334
absolute error, 130
absolute value, 121, 125, 125–126

rationale for, 130–131
Ackerman, Nate, 216
acute angle, 191
acute triangle, 191
addition algorithm for (finite)

decimals, 34
addition of fractions, 32–36
addition of rational numbers, 92–96

using vectors, 102–104
addition of vectors (on number line),

101
additivity property of length, 98
adjacent

angles (with respect to an angle),
186, 186–188

sides, 171
vertices, 171

al-Khwarizmi, 301
algorithm, 139
alternate interior angles, 276, 277,

281
analytic geometry, 336
angle, 182

acute, 191
convention about, 182
full, 183
interior (of a polygon), 197
obtuse, 191
right, 191
straight, 183
zero, 183

angle bisector, 192
angle-angle criterion (= AA

criterion), 288

angles
alternate interior, 276
corresponding, 276
opposite, 276

Arbaugh, Fran, xviii
arc, 190

intercepted by an angle on a circle,
190

length of, 190, 197
major, 190
minor, 190

arctan function, 207
area, 17, 47

of rectangle, 48
arithmetic mean, 132
arithmetic mean-geometric mean

inequality, 127, 132
ASA, 51, 245
associative law, 2, 44

for addition, 87
failure for subtraction, 96, 98
for addition of fractions, 33
for addition of rational numbers,

91–94
for multiplication, 87
for multiplication of fractions, 46
for multiplication of rational

numbers, 105
for multiplication of real numbers,

133
for number expressions, 302, 304,

312, 323
makes no sense for variables, 325

assumptions
about basic isometries, 237
about reflections, 231
about rotations, 217
about translations, 236

391
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for geometry, 165–176, 184–188,
237, 250

on addition of rational numbers,
92

on multiplication of rational
numbers, 105

auxiliary lines, 264
average rate, 81–82

lawn-mowing, 82
average speed (over an interval), 79

pitfall of the terminology, 79
relation with constant speed, 79

axiomatic system, xxxiv, 159–161

Babylonians, 290, 384
basic etiquette in the use of symbols,

299
basic isometries, 161–163, 199, 200,

216, 217, 229, 231, 237
assumption about, 237

below (a horizontal line), 334
between (a point between two

points), 167
between (two points on a number

line), 13
betweenness, 166, 167
bigger than

among numbers, 13
bijection, 205, 333
bijective, 205
bilateral symmetry, 230
binomial coefficient, 42
bipolar mathematics education,

xxxvii
bisect, 192
bisect each other (two segments),

228, 260
bisector

angle, 192
perpendicular, 192

boundary, 194
of disk, 198

boundary point, 194, 194
bounded, 194

cancellation law, 20
generalized, 118

cancellation rule
for fractions, 47

for rational quotients, 118
Cataldi, Pietro, 308
CCSSM, xvi–xxvii, 5–362
center

of a rotation, 202
of a circle, 186
of a dilation, 268

circle, 186
center of, 186
exterior of, 186
inside, 186
of radius r, 186
unit, 186

clockwise rotation, 202
pedagogical issues with its

definition, 204
clockwise rotation around O, 215
clockwise rotation around any point,

215
closed bounded interval, 5, 169
closed disk, 186

confused with circle, 193
closed half-plane, 176
closed interval, 126
closed set, 195

inside a circle, 195
closed under composition, 240
coefficient, 303, 312
coherence, xiii, 318

importance of, xxxii
collecting like terms, 311
collinear (points), 169
Collins, David, 68
Common Core State Standards for

Mathematics (= CCSSM), xvi
common denominator, 23, 33
common divisor (of two integers),

138
commutative (in composition of

transformations), 209, 371
commutative law, 2

for addition, 87
for addition of fractions, 33
for addition of rational numbers,

91–94
for multiplication, 87
for multiplication of fractions, 46
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for multiplication of rational
numbers, 105

for multiplication of real numbers,
133

for number expressions, 302, 304,
312, 323

makes no sense for variables, 325
commutative ring, 133
comparing fractions, 38, 52
comparing rational numbers,

121–125
complement (of a geometric figure),

181
complete expanded form (of

decimal), 35
complex fraction, 68

denominator of, 68
numerator of, 68

complex fractions, 72–74
basic formulas, 70–71

composite, 148
composite transformation, 208
composition of transformations, 208
concatenation, 12
congruence, 17, 240

closed under composition, 240
equivalence relation, 241
reflexive relation, 241
students’ confusion in TSM,

158–159
symmetric relation, 240
transitive relation, 241

congruent to, 240
symbol for, 240, 245

connected (region), 195
constant, 301

term, 312
constant rate, 76, 81–82

house-painting, 82, 86
lawn-mowing, 81
water flow, 82, 84

constant speed, 77, 78
importance of definition, 81

constant transformation, 200
converse, 22
conversion of fractions to decimals

by long division, 62–65

convex (geometric figure), 172,
181–182

convex polygon, 197
coordinate axis, 331
coordinate system, 331

coordinate axes of, 331
four quadrants of, 335
origin of, 331
scaled, 361
setting up, 332

coordinates (of a point), 332
coordinates in the plane, 331

introduction of, 331
x-axis, 331
y-axis, 331

copies (of a fraction), 12
corresponding angles, 276, 277, 281
corresponding sides

proportional, 287
counterclockwise rotation, 201

pedagogical issues with its
definition, 204

properties of, 201
counterclockwise rotation around O,

212–215
counterclockwise rotation around

any point, 215
cross-multiplication algorithm, 22,

134
mistaken for rote skill, 23

cross-multiplication inequality, 32,
36, 118

crossbar axiom, 250, 251
cubic polynomial, 313

data points, 272, 274
decagon, 171
decimal digits, 14
decimal fraction, 14
decimal point, 14
decimals, 4, 14

addition algorithm for, 34
finite, 14
infinite, 14
multiplication algorithm for, 51
subtraction algorithm for, 40
terminating, 14

definitions, xiii
absence of, in TSM, xxviii
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importance of, xxviii–xxix, 75
the role of, xxix–xxx

degree (of a polynomial), 312, 316
degree (of a rotation), 202

negative, 203
degree (of an angle), 190, 191

preserve, 203, 231, 236, 237
denominator

of a complex fraction, 68
of a fraction, 10
of a rational quotient, 118

derivative, 310
Desargues, Girard, 308
Descartes, René, 301, 308, 336
determinant, 377

and solutions of a linear system,
377

nonvanishing, 377
vanishing, 377

diagonal, 171
difference (of two fractions), 41
difference quotient (of two points),

347
different sides

of a line in the plane, 176
of a point on a line, 174

dilation, 268
basic properties of, 269–271
center of, 268
effect on lengths and degrees, 275
scale factor of, 268

direction (of a vector on number
line), 100

disjoint (sets), 173
disjoint union

of sets in a line, 173
of sets in the plane, 175

disk, 186
closed, 186
open, 186
unit, 186

distance, 6–7, 125
between parallel lines, 228
between two points, 6, 184
function, 185
of a point to a line, 228
preserve, 200

relation with length of a segment,
184

unit, 7
distance formula, 336
distinct lines, 165
distinct rays, 175
distributive law, 2, 88

for fractions, 46, 59
for number expressions, 302, 304,

312, 323
for rational numbers, 105
for real numbers, 133
makes no sense for variables, 325

divide (one integer by another), 138
division as multiplication, 47, 57, 115
division interpretation of a fraction,

28, 30
division of decimals, 60
division of fractions, 57

by a whole number, 46
relation to division of whole

numbers, 55, 58
division of rational numbers, 112–115
division of whole numbers, 29, 58
division-with-remainder, 15, 137, 139

dividend of, 140
divisor of, 140
quotient of, 140
remainder of, 140

divisor (of an integer), 138
divisor of zero, 133
double inequality, 126

associated, 126

edge (of polygon), 170, 171
elimination, method of, 380
empty set, 352
endpoint, 6, 126, 169

left, 6
of vector, 100, 219
right, 6

equal angles, 244
equal expressions, 303
equal fractions, 12
equal ordered pairs of numbers, 332
equal parts (of a segment), 9
equal segments, 244
equal sets, 141
equal transformations, 208, 208
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equality of two sets, 141
equation, 322

in one variable, 322
in two variables, 323
linear, 323
quadratic, 322
solution of, 322
solve, 323

equation in two variables, 323
solve, 323

equation of a line, 354
slope-intercept form, 356
two-point form, 357

equidistant
from 0, 90
points, 6

equidistant parallel lines, 258
equilateral triangle, 193
equivalence of two theorems, 257
equivalence relation, 241
equivalent equations, 328
equivalent expressions, 303
equivalent fractions, 12, 20–21, 25,

35, 47, 61
equivalent to, 22
Euclid, xlii, 137, 155, 160, 161, 244

proof of infinity of primes, 155
Euclidean algorithm, 140, 143–144
Euler, Leonhard, 308
existence, 56, 112, 114, 139, 150,

155, 166, 197, 216, 218, 222,
224, 225, 236, 284, 322

expression, 302
coefficients in, 303
notational conventions for, 302
number, 302
order of operations in, 303

expressions
equal, 303
equivalent, 303

extension (of a concept), 29, 58, 92,
96

exterior of a circle, 186, 194

factor (of an integer), 138
factorial, 42
factorization, 314

potential harmful effects of
overemphasis, 315

factorization (of an integer), 138
FASM, xix, 3, 76, 86, 107, 121, 127,

133, 258, 304, 316, 347–348, 350
Fermat, Pierre, 308, 336
FFFP, 23, 23–24, 33–34, 36, 39
field, 133
finite decimals, 14

division of, 60
five fundamental principles of

mathematics, xiii, xxxiii
FOIL, 314
folding transformation, 207
fraction, 10

complex, 68
convert to a decimal by long

division, 62–65
convert to a finite decimal, 60
copies of, 12
denominator of, 10
division interpretation of, 28, 30
in lowest terms, 30, 138
numerator of, 10
proper, 36
reduced, 138
reduced form of, 138
TSM concept of, 4–5
unit, 10

fraction addition, 33
formula for, 33

fraction division, 57
formula for, 57

fraction multiplication, 45
formula for, 46

fraction subtraction, 38
formula for, 39

fractional multiple, 56
fractions, 10

addition of, 33
cancellation rule for, 47
common denominator of, 23, 33
division of, 57
equal, 12
equal to finite decimals, 152
equivalent, 12, 20–21
high school teachers’ need for, xxiv
multiplication of, 26, 45
order among, 12
reducing, 20
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research on the teaching of,
xxi–xxii

subtraction of, 38
sum of, 33

Francis, Larry, 246, 291
FTS, 51, 256, 263
FTS*, 257
full angle, 183
fundamental assumption of school

mathematics (= FASM), 3
fundamental assumption of school

mathematics (= FASM), 133
fundamental fact of fraction-pairs

(= FFFP), 23
fundamental principles of

mathematics, xiii, xxxix, 2, 75,
160, 178

fundamental theorem of arithmetic,
149

fundamental theorem of similarity
(= FTS), 256

Gardiner, Tony, 198
GCD, 138
generality and abstraction, 299,

305–310
geometric figure, 47

bounded, 194
data points on, 272, 274
paved by other geometric figures,

47
rectilinear, 269
unbounded, 194

geometric mean, 132
geometric series, 309

finite, 309
geometry curriculum

issues with, 157–164
Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, 169
Goldbach conjecture, 147
graph of a linear equation in two

variables, 353–354
graph of an equation in two

variables, 352
greater than

among numbers, 13, 91
greatest common divisor (= GCD),

40, 138
group, 211, 235, 240, 286

Hald, Ole, 67, 86, 156, 198, 276
half-line, 173, 253, 359
half-plane, 176, 253

closed, 176
left, 334
lower, 334
right, 334
upper, 334

half-planes
opposite, 176

harmonic mean, 72
heptagon, 171
Heron’s formula, 296
hexagon, 170, 171
HL (criterion for triangle

congruence), 293
horizontal line, 332

above, 334
below, 334
slope of, 347

house-painting, 82, 86
hypotenuse (of a right triangle), 290
hypotenuse-leg (= HL), 293

identity, 303–304
identity transformation, 200
if and only if, 22
image (of a transformation), 205
inequalities, 121

about absolute value, 127–130
about rational numbers, 121–125

inequality, 12
arithmetic and geometric means,

127, 132
double, 126
triangle, 129

infinite decimals, 14
infinity of primes, 155
injection, 205
injective, 205
inscribed (in a circle), 193
inside

of a circle, 195
of a polygon, 196

inside a circle, 186
integers, 91
integral domain, 133
integral linear combination, 140
interior angle of a polygon, 197
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intermediate value theorem, 195
intersection (of sets), 165
interval

closed, 126
closed bounded, 5, 169
length of, 126
open, 126

inverse, 56
multiplicative, 56, 113

inverse (of a transformation), 211,
211

inverse transformation, 211
of a congruence, 240
of a reflection, 231
of a rotation, 211
of a similarity, 284
of a translation, 234

invert and multiply rule, 1, 57, 59,
68, 71, 119

generalized form, 119
irrational number, 153
isolating the variable, 329
isometry, 200

relation with congruence, 237, 250
isosceles triangle, 193

controversy in TSM about its
definition, 193

Jordan curve theorem, 196

key lemma, 144
Koswatta, Sunil, 101

(L1) (geometric assumption), 165
(L2) (geometric assumption), 165
(L3) (geometric assumption), 167
(L4) (geometric assumption), 176
(L5) (geometric assumption), 184
(L6) (geometric assumption), 188
(L7) (geometric assumption), 237
(L8) (geometric assumption), 250
lawn-mowing, 81
LCM, 40, 41, 156
least common denominator, xxii, 1,

32, 34, 40, 41, 134
least common multiple (=LCM), 34,

156
left (of a vertical line), 334
left endpoint, 6

left half-plane (of a vertical line), 334
left-pointing (vector on number

line), 100
leg (of a right triangle), 290
length

additivity property of, 98
of a segment, 7, 185
of a vector, 100, 220
of an interval, 126
preserve, 201

less than
among numbers, 12

line
defined by a linear equation in two

variables, 354
joining two points, 166
segment (joining two points), 169,

358
slants / or \, 363

line separation, 173
line symmetry, 230
linear equation, 300

in one variable, 323
in two variables, 352

linear equations
simultaneous, 373
system of, 373

linear polynomial, 313
linear system, 373

determinant of, 377
in two variables, 373
of two equations in two unknowns,

373
relation with geometry, 374–375
solution by elimination, 380
solution by substitution, 380
solution set of, 373

relation with determinant, 377
lines

distinct, 165
intersecting, 165
parallel, 165
perpendicular, 191

locating a fraction on a number line,
15, 52

lower half-plane, 334
lowest terms (of a fraction), 138
lowest terms (of fraction), 30
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m-th multiple (of a unit fraction), 10
major arc, 190
map (transformation), 200, 205
mathematical engineering, xii
mathematical integrity, xiii, xv, xix,

xx, xxiii, xxviii, 159
mathematics educator, xi, xxvii
Mersenne prime, 309
Mersenne, Marin, 308
midpoint, 84, 192
minor arc, 190
minus sign, 97
mirror reflection, 90

relation with addition, 93–96
relation with multiplication,

105–106
mixed number, 36
mixed numbers, 15

subtraction of, 39–40
monomial, 312
move, 205
move (transformation), 200
mph, 77
multiple, 311

integral, 138
rational, 114
whole number, 10, 56

multiplication algorithm for
decimals, 51

multiplication of fractions, 26, 45
motivation for the definition,

43–45
multiplication of rational numbers,

105–110
multiplicative inverse

of a fraction, 56
of a rational number, 113, 114,

133, 134

n factorial, 42
n-gon, 171
n-sided polygon, 171
National Mathematics Advisory

Panel, xxiv, 1
negative degree (of a rotation), 203
negative numbers, 91
negative sign, 91
negative times negative is positive,

107–110, 135

nonagon, 171
nonconvex, 190
nonconvex angle, 182, 183, 186
nonempty (set), 173
nonvanishing, 377
notational conventions

for expressions, 302
for polynomials, 312

number, 6
irrational, 153
negative, 91
positive, 91
real, 6
whole, 6

number expression, 302
number line, 5, 6

mirror reflection on, 90
numerator

of a complex fraction, 68
of a fraction, 10
of a rational quotient, 118

obtuse angle, 191
obtuse triangle, 191
octagon, 171
of (as in fraction of a fraction), 20,

24, 24–28
one-to-one (= injective), 205
one-to-one correspondence, 205

(= bijective), 205
onto, 205
onto (= surjective), 205
open disk, 186
open interval, 126
opposite angles at a point, 276
opposite half-planes, 176
opposite rays, 174
opposite sides

of a line in the plane, 176
of a point on a line, 174
of a quadrilateral, 193

opposite signs, 125
opposite vertices (of a quadrilateral),

227
order

among fractions, 12
among numbers, 12, 91

order of operations, 313
ordered pair, 134, 332, 333
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origin of a coordinate system, 331

parallel lines, 165
distance between, 228
equidistant, 258

parallel postulate, 165
parallel segments

as abuse of notation, 256
parallelogram, 193

characterizations of, 260, 261
equality of angles at opposite

vertices, 227
equality of opposite sides, 226
opposite vertices of, 227

partitive interpretation of whole
number division, 28

parts of a whole, 4
Pascal, Blaise, 308
pave, 47
PEMDAS, 313, 314
pentagon, 171
percent, 73

of a quantity, 73
perfect square, 153
perimeter of rectangle, 53
perpendicular bisector, 192
perpendicular lines, 191
plane separation assumption, 176
pointing in the same direction, 231
polygon, 171

confused with polygonal region,
197

convex, 197
diagonal of, 171
edge of, 171
inside of, 196
region enclosed by, 196
regular, 193, 197
side of, 171

polygonal region, 196
confused with polygon, 195

polygonal segment, 195
polynomials, 312

coefficients in, 312
cubic, 313
expanded forms of whole numbers

as, 313
factorization of, 314
in several numbers, 317

linear, 313
notational conventions for, 312
order of operations, 313
quadratic, 313

positive numbers, 91
precision, xiii

importance of, xxxi
preserve degree (basic isometries),

203, 231, 236, 237
preserve distance (transformations),

200
preserve length (transformations),

201
prime, 148, 151
prime decomposition (of a whole

number), 150, 151, 154
prime number, 148
primes

infinity of, 155
problem solving, xxxiv,

xxxvi–xxxvii, xxxviii, xxxviii
product formula, 43, 46, 47–51, 53,

69, 71, 134
product of fractions, 45
progression from the simple to the

complex, 51, 249
proper fraction, 36
purposefulness, xiii

importance of, xiii, xxxii–xxxiii,
140

Pythagoras, 290
Pythagorean theorem, 290

converse of, 293
dependence on the parallel

postulate, 293
Pythagorean triple, 384

quadrants (of a coordinate system),
335

quadratic equation
in one variable, 322

quadratic polynomial, 313
quadrilateral, 171
quotient (of a division), 57, 115
quotient (of a

division-with-remainder), 140
quotient field (of an integral

domain), 133
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radian, 191
radius, 186

of closed disk, 186
of open disk, 186

rate, 76, 81
ratio, 75, 75

use in everyday context, 75
rational expressions, 316

in several numbers, 317
rational multiple, 114
rational number addition, 92, 102

formulas for, 96, 97
rational number division, 115

formula for, 119
rational number multiplication, 105

formulas for, 107
rational number subtraction, 96
rational numbers, 90

as quotients of integers, 116
field of, 133
rationale for, 89

rational quotient, 117
ray, 174

from one point to another, 174
issuing from a point, 174

rays
distinct, 175
opposite, 174

real number, 6, 76, 153
reasoning, xiii
reciprocal (of a fraction), 57
rectangle, 193, 251

area of, 48
existence of, 225
perimeter of, 53

rectilinear figure, 269
reduced form (of a fraction), 138
reduced fraction, 138
reducing fractions, 20
reflection, 229
reflexive property, 121
reflexive relation, 241
region, 197

connected, 195
enclosed by a polygon, 196
polygonal, 196
triangular, 197, 198

regular polygon, 193, 197

relation
equivalence, 241
reflexive, 241
symmetric, 240
transitive, 241

relatively prime (integers), 138, 152
removing parentheses, 97, 111
research on the teaching of fractions,

xxi–xxii
rhombus, 193
right (of a vertical line), 334
right angle, 191
right half-plane (of a vertical line),

334
right triangle, 191

hypotenuse, 290
leg, 290

right-pointing (vector on number
line), 100

rise-over-run, 298, 347
rotation, 202

center of, 202
counterclockwise, 201
of θ degrees around a point, 202

same direction, 231
same length, 6
same side

of a line in the plane, 176
of a point on a line, 174

same sign (for two numbers), 122
SAS, 245
SAS for similarity, 287
satisfies an equation, 322
scale factor

in FTS, 256
of a dilation, 268
of a similarity, 284

scaled coordinate system, 361
Schoenfeld, Alan, xv, xviii
school geometry curriculum

issues with, 157–164
school mathematics, xii
segment, 5, 169

divided into n equal parts, 9
endpoints of, 169
length of, 7, 185
midpoint of, 84
short, 8
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unit, 6
sequence of n-ths, 9, 10
sequence of fifths, 9
sequence of thirds, 8, 9
setting up a coordinate system, 332
short segment, 8, 26
Shulman, Lee, xiv, xxiv
side

of a polygon, 170, 171
of an angle, 182

sign (of a number), 339
opposite, 125
same, 122

similar to, 284
similarity, 284

equivalence relation, 285
reflexive relation, 285
scale factor of, 284
students’ confusion in TSM,

158–159
symmetric relation, 285
transitive relation, 285

slant, 363
slantangle, 225
slope, 297, 346

formula for, 347, 348
local slope at O, 339
local slope at a point, 342
what it is for, 338–342

slope-intercept form (of the equation
of a line), 356

slopes
of parallel lines, 363
of perpendicular lines, 366

smaller than
among numbers, 12, 37, 91

solution (of an equation), 322
solutions of an equation in two

variables, 351
solving an equation, 300, 323

meaning of, 324–329
pedagogical comments on, 327

speed, 76–77, 78
square, 193
square root, 148
SSS, 51
standard representation (of a

fraction), 8

starting point (of vector), 100, 219
straight angle, 183
straight line, 164
substitution, method of, 380
subtraction

of rational numbers, 91
subtraction algorithm for decimals,

40
subtraction as addition, 39, 96
subtraction of fractions, 36, 38–41
subtraction of rational numbers,

96–98, 99
sum of fractions, 33

formula for, 33
sum vector (of two vectors on

number line), 101
surjection, 205
surjective, 205
symbols

basic etiquette in the use of, 299
need for, 301
need to quantify, 299

symmetric relation, 240
symmetric with respect to a line,

219, 230

Taylor polynomial, 312
terminating decimals, 14
Textbook School Mathematics

(= TSM), xiv
theorem on equivalent fractions, 20,

21–23, 24, 26, 37, 139, 153
transformation, 200

bijective, 205
composite, 208
constant, 200
folding, 207
identity, 200
image of, 205
image under, 205
injective, 205
inverse, 211
issues with using coordinates, 207
maps a point to a point, 200
moves a point to a point, 200
rationale for, 199–200
surjective, 205

transformations
composition of, 208
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equal, 208
transitive property, 121
transitive relation, 241
translation, 6

coordinate description, 368
translation (along a vector), 234
transversal (of lines), 224
trapezoid, 193
triangle, 171

acute, 191
equilateral, 193
isosceles, 193
obtuse, 191
right, 191
sum of angles, 279

triangle congruence, 245
special conventions of, 245

triangle inequality, 129
triangle similarity, 287

special conventions of, 287
triangular region, 197, 198
trichotomy law, 121
trinomial, 313
TSM, xiv, xxvii–xxxv, xxxvii, 1–5, 7,

13, 14, 29, 30, 32, 35–37, 40, 43,
48, 53–56, 62, 64, 67–70, 72–76,
81–82, 114–115, 119–120, 130,
139, 147, 154–155, 157–163, 166,
200, 244, 255–283, 297–298, 302,
313–314, 318–320, 322, 324–325,
327, 329, 337–338, 347, 351–352,
361–363, 374, 380

unbounded, 194
union (of sets), 9
uniqueness, 55–57, 71, 112, 113, 115,

139, 144, 147–151, 165, 184,
188, 192, 216, 232, 234, 236,
326, 331, 377

unit, 6
circle, 186
disk, 186

unit distance, 7
unit fraction, 10, 42
unit length, 7
unit segment, 6
unit square, 47

unknown, 301, 322
upper half-plane, 334

vanishing, 377
variable, 297–298, 301, 323

defect of teaching in TSM, 302,
318–320

isolating the, 329
not a mathematical concept, 319

vector
in the plane, 219
length of, 220
on a number line, 100

vertex, 170, 171
of a polygon, 171
of a ray, 174
of an angle, 182

vertical line, 332
left of, 334
right of, 334

Viète, François, 301

weak inequality, 13
well-defined, 45, 57, 138, 168–169,

185, 202, 215, 218, 219, 229,
253, 333

whole (as in parts of a whole), 4, 7
whole number multiple, 56
whole number multiple (of a unit

fraction), 10
whole numbers, 6

division of, 29

x-axis, 331
negative, 332
positive, 332

x-coordinate of a point, 332
x-intercept, 357

y-axis, 331
negative, 332
positive, 332

y-coordinate of a point, 332
y-intercept, 356

zero angle, 183
zero product property, 114
zero product rule, 114
zero vector, 100


